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For over half a century, millions have appreciated Carl Reiner's work as comedian, actor, director, TV writer
and author. Winner of numerous accolades, including 12 Emmy wins and one Grammy award, Carl Reiner
once again brandishes his literary talents to tell the story of his life in I Remember Me.

Reiner reminisces on 90 years of love and laughter, highs and lows, mistakes and triumphs. Told with a
warm heart and an occasional touch of nostalgia, Reiner draws from decades of family, friends and fun to
illuminate his life and career as one of America's most loved and memorable figures.

I Remember Me weaves an American tapestry of colorful tales, beginning with the timid musings of a young
boy on the verge of becoming a man in the Jewish section of New York's Bronx neighborhood, and bringing
us up to date with the mature insight of a man whose remarkable trajectory has sent him to the top of
Hollywood's elite and sparked the careers of dozens of household-name entertainers. Along the way, Reiner
treats his listeners to everything from the ordinary to the truly unforgettable: a family trip to a nude beach,
French lessons with Mel Brooks, a chapter dedicated to Rinnie (the dog who unfortunately mistakes a skunk
for a cat), a surprise early-morning visit from the McCarthy era FBI, a heart wrenching story of loss
describing the day of his wife's passing, and then - in a revealing chapter of Reiner's character - he describes
"the most theatrically triumphant day" of his young career.

Through his memoir, we meet the man behind the success in roles rarely seen before: son to Romanian
immigrant Irving Reiner; husband to fellow Bronx native and renowned singer Estelle Reiner; father to the
prolific filmmaker Rob Reiner, psychoanalyst Dr. Annie Reiner, gifted singer, and, Lucas Reiner, a globally
recognized fine artist.

Written with the same combination of playful jest and modest humility that has garnered the love and respect
of fans for generations, I Remember Me remembers the creative and inspiring journey of one of the most
revered comedic icons of the past hundred years.
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From reader reviews:

Morgan Woods:

What do you with regards to book? It is not important along? Or just adding material when you want
something to explain what the one you have problem? How about your free time? Or are you busy
individual? If you don't have spare time to try and do others business, it is give you a sense of feeling bored
faster. And you have spare time? What did you do? Every individual has many questions above. The doctor
has to answer that question mainly because just their can do that will. It said that about book. Book is
familiar on every person. Yes, it is proper. Because start from on kindergarten until university need that I
Remember Me to read.

Jeffery Chavis:

Your reading sixth sense will not betray you actually, why because this I Remember Me e-book written by
well-known writer who knows well how to make book which might be understand by anyone who also read
the book. Written inside good manner for you, still dripping wet every ideas and producing skill only for
eliminate your own hunger then you still uncertainty I Remember Me as good book not only by the cover but
also through the content. This is one publication that can break don't determine book by its cover, so do you
still needing a different sixth sense to pick this particular!? Oh come on your reading sixth sense already said
so why you have to listening to an additional sixth sense.

Tiffany Reyes:

This I Remember Me is brand new way for you who has interest to look for some information mainly
because it relief your hunger of information. Getting deeper you upon it getting knowledge more you know
or else you who still having tiny amount of digest in reading this I Remember Me can be the light food for
you personally because the information inside this specific book is easy to get by anyone. These books
produce itself in the form and that is reachable by anyone, yeah I mean in the e-book type. People who think
that in e-book form make them feel sleepy even dizzy this reserve is the answer. So you cannot find any in
reading a publication especially this one. You can find actually looking for. It should be here for you
actually. So , don't miss it! Just read this e-book variety for your better life in addition to knowledge.

William Harris:

Reading a guide make you to get more knowledge from the jawhorse. You can take knowledge and
information from your book. Book is created or printed or descriptive from each source in which filled
update of news. With this modern era like at this point, many ways to get information are available for
anyone. From media social including newspaper, magazines, science reserve, encyclopedia, reference book,
new and comic. You can add your knowledge by that book. Isn't it time to spend your spare time to spread
out your book? Or just in search of the I Remember Me when you needed it?
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